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MEETINGS

CONVENERS

General Members Meeting every first Tuesday
7pm.

Workshop:

John Nicol, Brian Marriner.
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Bruce Harvey, John Stent,

Committee Meeting every second Thursday at
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Maintenance Tuesday mornings from 9am.
Engineering discussions Tuesday evenings
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Club Captain

Max Donnelly

16 May

B Harvey

Secretary:

Warren Belk
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P Jones

Treasurer:

Joanne Knights

30 May

W Karlsson

Committee:

Ash Thomas, Russell Prout,

6 June

B McKarras

`

Bruce Harvey, Warren Karls
son, Regan Olivecrona

13 June

R Prout

20 June

M de Lues

27 June

B Fitzpatrick

Boiler Committee: Peter Jones, Bruce McKerras,

1 July

B McKarras

John Heald.

8 July

R Prout

15 July

M de Lues

Warren Karlsson, Jason Flannery.

22 July

B Fitzpatrick

Chris Pattison 021 2316612

29 July

J Flannery

5716778

Safety Committee: Chris Pattison, Peter Jones,

Editor:

ytrose2@gmail.com

Cover photo : A timer relay in Ken Ashman’s Signals Museum Te Kowhai.

Hi TMMEC
Firstly I would like to thank those members who accepted nominations for the Committee and
welcome them on board for the next financial year. Especially well done to the two newcomers
to the committee, Warren Karlsson and Regan Olivecrona, it should be good to have two new
fresh outlooks on how things can be done.
And thank you to the TMMEC for allowing me another year of being the club president, hopefully
I will live up to your expectations.
So where to next? Well after much deliberation it seems we are ready to sign our lease renewal
with the TCC, another 5 years for now, but realistically we still see ourselves as an ongoing activity at Memorial Park and should get longer leases once the Queen Elizabeth Centre Development is finalised. The new lease is a standard reserve lease which when consulted on has been
described as pretty fair to the club. At this rate I might just finish my 23 in time for the signing of
the next one!
The lease has a more robust Health and Safety paragraph compared to the previous lease so
we have since spoken to our TCC parks manager about the need for extra fencing and another
pedestrian crossing around the station area. They are happy with what has been suggested and
Bruce Harvey is keen to take charge in getting this moving. This is to include a new steaming
bay on the inside of the raised track with new light-weight traverser.
The plan is to have a working bee Saturday the 29 th of May so if you can help then please come
along. We will also be using this meet up as an opportunity to have a bit of a run through on the
new pedestrian crossing idea in daylight, to then get the plan finalised and in motion.
So now all the admin news is out the way, playdate, the 1st of May. A well supported day indeed,
not only by the TMMEC but also several visitors. Once again thank you to our visitors and your
ongoing support of the TMMEC, it was a really good weekend down at Memorial Park. Saturday
saw the Betts families’ Foden steam truck cruising around the park which is certainly a rarity for
Memorial Park and would have had the public rather intrigued.
Two Sweet Peas on the raised track for both Saturday and Sunday, many miles clocked up
there that’s for sure. Even the public were getting rides in on the Sunday which we never really
see anymore.

The Tamar was dusted off and also got two days of steam under its belt, it was good to see it going after such a long fire ban. Plus several other club members locos where on the track, trains
everywhere.
The Saturday also included several members of the Tauranga Model Railway having a go at driving some of the clubs locomotives. I thank them for visiting our club and hope they had a good
time.
The 5th of June Queens birthday weekend sees several of us going to the Manukau Live Steamers track for Saturday and their night run, if you are interested in going then please have a word
with Bruce McKerras as he should be taking his van there. They are providing catering and would
appreciate an idea of numbers if you think you are going. Email president@mls.org.nz or Sean
Heenan on Facebook.
Bruce McKerras has spent many hours on the jigger and it is looking like he has almost tamed
the beast. A couple more items to tweak and tune but it already has several hours under its belt
since being a box of bits in Bruce’s garage.

Last but not least, thanks to Roy for all his years

of

hard work on the club mag as this one will be his

last.

And typical, I am week late in giving him my
Presidents report so once again I am in trouble

with

him. Oh well, but there is one good thing to
come from Roy stepping down as Mag Editor,
more time on his hands to cook steak! So still
looking after us after all.
I wish Chris Pattison all the best in taking on the

role

as Mag Editor and as always please keep the

arti-

cles coming.
Thanks

Jason

The Greatest Impact on New Zealand Logging

Having been involved in the New Zealand logging industry since driving a Leyland Hippo twinstick crash box into Campbell’s logging crew in Kaingaroa in 1972, looking back now, I can see
what had the biggest impact on changing the logging scene.
Now, 49 years after 1972, we’ve had steady progress of high-revving compact powerful chainsaws. Cable crane loaders to hydraulic excavators and rubber tyred loaders, the progress has also been steady and often it’s not until we look back that we can see how developments have increased logging production.

The Bush Whim was built by Joseph Bayer from Puhoi

The 1929 Caterpillar petrol 60 crawler tractor was introduced in NZ in 1930

So, let’s go back 42 years from 1972. For me, the biggest impact came in 1930 with the introduction of the 1929 Caterpillar petrol 60 crawler tractor. Logging in New Zealand from the late 1800s
was native logging, and Northland forests were the king of the crop, producing many board feet of
kauri for a developing nation.
The tools of trade back then were handsaws, axes, steam trains, flood dams, timber jacks, and
bullock teams; all of these were needed to extract the huge trees.
Then the revolution
came; the Caterpillar
60 was imported from
Australia, thought to
be by the Collins
Brothers.

It was then taken over by William Dyer and his brother-in-law William Rogers and they put it to
work at Titoki in Northland. This 1929 Caterpillar 60 with 60hp and a 44-gallon petrol tank to feed
its 14-tonne weight and nine-foot height with a winch attached gave it a 25-tonne pulling capacity.
It put out of work eight bullock teams, equalling 112 animals. This one event completely revolutionised the New Zealand logging industry forever. I can’t think of one machine that has done the
same since.
Apparently, the Cat 60 was no angel to drive and an absolute dangerous mongrel to start, this
done by priming all the cylinders, setting fuel flow, and starting by inserting a crowbar into the impulse magneto, which was a skill on its own.
It must have been a bit like grabbing the prop of the old planes, but in the Cat 60’s case, you had
to be quick to get the crowbar out, otherwise, it would smack into the frame and probably take a
few fingers off.
There’s a YouTube video showing the start-up process, and I cringed looking at the many exposed moving parts. The machine was produced with no bonnet, cab, or any safety thoughts at
all, and the noise generated when running could be heard from kilometres away I’m told.
Those early loggers did make a few modifications, building a radiator guard and adding under belly guarding. This made sense, as getting parts back then would have been difficult.
This mean machine with its 25-tonne winch made logging kauri and other native timbers easy in
comparison to what loggers were used to. The Lovatt family bought it in 1938 from the original
owners Dyer and Rogers.
The son Bruce Lovatt, as a 17-year-old, got in the driver’s seat to spend his working days in extreme heat and roaring exhaust noise, using 60 gallons of petrol in a 12-hour shift.
Another young son of a bushman remembers as a 12-year-old the noisy beast.
The only time it fell silent for a few weeks was when it got sabotaged with sugar in the fuel tank.
The Cat 60, on occasion, was used for work outside of logging and in 1933 pulled the old Towai
Hotel built in 1892 to its new location.
The Towai pub was part of a small community with a post office and flax mill and at one stage
had the reputation of the being roughest pub in Northland. The last owner of the Cat 60 was
bushman and sawmiller George Smith from Whangarei, and in 1969, he presented it to the
Matakohe Museum with this quote: "60 is going to a good home".

The Caterpillar 60 in the Matakohe Museum

Many will file past her and think nothing of the hard toil she saved many from and those who are
living in this generation do not know about bullocks on a bush track, with mud up to the knees or
over, slogging a heavy timber jack on your shoulders.
And there she sits in the Matakohe Museum in all her glory, one of only two in the world still in
working condition. The staff fire up this feisty old beast a few times a year just to remind us that
this was the most important machine to revolutionise our logging industry to this day.

While researching the Cat 60, I came across an interesting piece of logging equipment used by
the Puhoi people to pull headwood and smaller native trees up to one point six kilometres out of
the bush.
The Bush Whim was built in 1912 by Joseph Bayer from Puhoi on the same principles of a capstan winch on ships. It was capable of pulling logs up to 20 tonnes, was portable, and could be
disassembled and relocated to a new haul site.
It consisted of a heavy-duty frame with the winch barrel made from Ake Ake—an extremely hard
Northland timber, similar to the Mairi tree from further south. A long pole was inserted, and two
horses would work the winch.

They got so used to the work, they knew when to step over the winch cable and could also sense
when a log got snagged and would stop. To keep the winch running freely, they constantly lubricated the barrel with animal fat.
The winch changed hands and was still in operation in 1936 with Bob Wech of Warkworth, who
was still pulling leftover logs recovered from Kauri heads left behind many years prior.
The Bush Whim was donated to the Matakohe Museum in 1964.
Many a logger originated from the North and when finally the native logging chapter drew to a
close, the pine forests were ready to start harvesting. The Kauri Coast is steeped in so much of
our logging history with the machines we have today inspired by these early bushmen. We’ve
taken their inspiration and gone on to build a mechanised industry that is world-class.

Tigercat 630B

Ken Ashman’s Signal Museum
9 Club members and a couple of hangers on navigated their way to Ken’s place at Te Kowhai in
the Waikato. After the usual leg stretch it was into Ken’s Museum where we were given a ticket
for the train ride and a plan of several track layouts for some 6 NZ rail stations. The next 2 hours
were completely lost to me till I nearly got to grips with the concept of what Ken was explaining
to us.
We were on a train going through the stations on the sheet he had given us. The signalling we
controlled as the train moved through each station, Ken explained just which lights would come
on, change, and the appropriate semaphore signal if applicable would operate. The actual operation cabinets were opened so we could see just why the next several levers could not be oper-

ated because off a very complex but simple interlock system prevented potentially wrong signals being activated, Each of these “real” Stations had differences, ie lights, mechanical interlocks, arm type signals, so Ken could simulate different scenarios to study.
Ken’s absolute passion is relays, and he has hundreds and hundreds of them! Most are early
20th century and ALL work!!! Banks of them, cupboards of them, sheds of them, just mind boggling, remember this is of an era where there was no plastic so most were made of glass and
Bakelite. They are large, heavy, sealed, and robust so they are reliable and need little maintenance throughout the often very long life.

Apart from the working Station layouts Ken has are complete operational points, these too are
solid strong and again cause little maintenance over their life. One particular example used the
Geneva Cross design to lock the mechanism so preventing movement whilst in the selected setting.
Ken has a complete operational hand jigger all set up on full size track section to demonstrate just
what would happen should there be a crash and how the jigger is designed to protect the operators.
There were many other rail equipment examples all of which were set up to demonstrate a specific facet of rail engineering.
Just when you thought Ken had explained all the Museum he then told us about “tablets”. The
types of, how they operated, and had examples together with the necessary equipment to once
again demonstrate the operation.
Next was telephones, yes, he even had an old plug board exchange and with a big grin rang to
the phone in the far corner which Bruce Mc had to answer correctly before the train could move
off down the now clear line.
But we weren’t finished there. Next was clocks. Obviously time, or the correct time is very important to any rail system. Ken had an amazing collection of “Master Clocks” which consistent
with everything else in the museum worked to the correct time. If you don’t know what a Master
Clock is and how it works ask Peter D, I know he would love to describe the process to you!!!
All to soon the day was coming to a close but there was still lots more to see and understand. 4 of
us accepted the invitation to have our now very late lunch in Ken’s conservatory and so spent another hour of discussions on facets of the rail systems.
Ken’s museum is not just used as a display he has regular training sessions for Kiwi Rail Staff
and what a formidable place to hold a training session. One can just imagine Ken disconnecting a
wire as a challenge for a student to find and repair to complete a specific training program.
Couple of bits of useless information:
Ken has used over 37 km of car type electrical wire.
It is ALL green and most does not have any identification ie number.
It has been found that one can work with green all day where as other colours cloud one attention
span.
Ken has a mate in Hamilton who has a similar hobby and according to Ken also has a great display. If Ken says it’s good I’m sure it is well worth a visit.
I don’t think I have ever met a person who is so absolutely passionate about his hobby. Ken lives,
sleeps, works, and teaches relays and rail signal systems. It was an absolutely fantastic day out
one of the best I have ever attended. Pleased I went, disappointed for you if you didn’t come.
Many thanks to Ken and his wife for the great day.
Roy Robinson

Two of the switchboard setups in Ken’s Museum. Note the relays on the back wall. All linked with
the green wire!!!!!

Show & Tell May 2021

Left : Regan and Peter discuss Owen’s boiler shell
for his 3/4 Phantom. Above : Owen’s “paperwork” for
the boiler.

Left : Murray’s CNC machine attacked his driver tool. Truth is Murray left it in the wrong place!!!

Left : The basic frame for Regan’s standard Phantom. When
one sees the amount of heavy
metal in this frame one can understand where locomotives get
there tractive effort.

Not Model Engineering but…………
I snapped up an invitation from the Tauranga Vintage Machinery to join the in a visit to two sites
in Auckland. The first was a Museum belonging to John Dickie from the trucking firm Knight and
Dickie in Waiuku. The collection of trucks, tractors, military vehicles, workshop tools, motor mowers, outboard motors and models was amazing and the two hours we spent there was not nearly
enough to take in all the displays. It is in a redundant supermarket virtually right in town and is
well worth the time to view. I believe that entry is by arrangement only with a small fee to cover
the lighting.
Second stop was across town at Beachlands where in the middle of suburbia is an acre section
with many sheds containing stationary engines from small to large. Roger Walton the owner has
located and collected an amazing range of engines restored many to the stage where most are
running. He has two large gen set engines, you know the type 6 foot high, compressed air start,
400RPM. Roger is another enthusiastic engineer who obviously spends all his spare time
“playing” in his man caves. With a little encouragement he got many engines running for those
present and of course all had a story. Roger must have very understanding neighbours as smoke
and noise would be very annoying to some!!!!!

Pics within John Dickies Vintage Machinery Museum Waiuku.

Left : Note
the finning on
the cylinder,
very complex,
done with lost
wax process?

Roger Walton’s collection of stationary engines.

From the Cave at Katikati
Well next month the mag will come from the Papamoa
Paddocks from the pen of Chris Pattison. Please give
Chris your support as this is your mag not his, he just
assembles the information you provide.
Thanks to all who provided me with articles, photos and
importantly leads of information. I have really enjoyed
the challenge.
Many thanks to Murray who has patiently been the middle man connecting my file to the website. It wasn’t always easy with my too large files and “hold all tickets. I
need to alter something”.
It’s now off to the Man Cave to add to the under bench collection of mistakes that forever grows
in that bin. I don’t know if I will have more time to get it right or more time to get it wrong!!!
Many thanks for the opportunity.

Roy

Disclaimer :
The views and opinions expressed in articles contained in this magazine are those of the author
(s) and do not necessarily reflect the policy, position or opinion of the TMMEC or its officials.

Another picture from the Kanapine Timber and Hardware Calendar 1985

For Sale
Morgan Bandsaw Model G5012W.
New switch and wiring. In good working order.
Only had very light workload.
Blade attached is just a general purpose blade
for cutting metal.
$150 ono.
John Shelton ( Rotorua)
Mob: 0211757583
Ph 07 3439534

Peter Leslie (Omokoroa) has his fathers locos for sale.
5” gauge Sweet Pea Boiler tested OK Project about 60%
complete
5” gauge 2-6-4 tank engine. This is in operational order
but some work is required on clack valves. For sale in its
work cloths.
Reasonable offers considered.
Peter 021 0597240 <peter.leslie@hotmail.com>

Proposed panels for the sides of the container as drawn by Ashley Grant. The top one is the
North side, bottom South side.

